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Made By Humans   Toll free:   877-731-0503
201-1675 West 4 th Avenue  Local:       604-731-0503
Vancouver, BC   Fax:          604-731-0585
Canada  V6J 1L8   E-mail:     sales@madebyhumans.net

Hours of operation: Monday – Friday, 9 am to 5 pm (PST).

WHY MADE BY HUMANS?

Because of what we represent:

Expertise: 20 years in the business.
Reliability: you’re in good hands.                
Customer service:  award winning – it’s that good.
Products:  definitely different.
· Great quality for surprisingly affordable prices.
· They’re fun, funky & functional.
· And often appear in magazines such as In Style, O and Real Simple.
Imprinting: if it has a surface we can put a logo on it.

MINIMUMS

Minimum opening order $ 200; minimum after orders $100. 
MOQs (minimum order quantities):
see product descriptions in catalog or on web site.

HOW TO ORDER

You can order by phone, fax, e-mail or on-line.
When placing an opening order:
US customers must submit their FEDERAL TAX NUMBER or EIN
(not to be confused with a State Resale Number).
Canadian customers in the Province of B.C. must submit their
Provincial Sales Tax (PST) Number. 

SHIPPING

Orders are processed quickly; we usually ship two days after receiving them.
US orders ship from Blaine, WA. 
Canadian orders ship from Vancouver, BC.
Overseas orders can be shipped from either location.

www.madebyhumans.net

Periodically check our web site for new products not included in the catalog,  
specials, show information and other updates.



ECO STAPLE FREE STAPLERS

How does it work?

The Eco Staple Free Stapler cuts out a tiny strip of paper and uses it

to “stitch” up to four pages together.

 

 

 Uses no metal staples. 

 Creates no paper waste

 Child safe.

ABS, 2”L x 2”W x 1 ¾”H.

Packaging: recycled paper and PET.

1Made for a Greener Planet

Free display carton holding 16 pcs

if you order at least 48 pcs.
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ECO STAPLE FREE STAPLERS

MOQ: choose your own color assortment but order at

least 12 pcs. Free display carton holding 16 pcs if you

order at least 48 pcs.

Made for a Greener Planet2

Clear #454 Transparent red #464 Transparent  green #455

Transparent blue #453 Silver #451 Transparent orange #456
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White #463 Solid orange #448 Solid green #447

Pink #449 Purple #450 Solid blue #446

Black #452



STAPLE FREE STAPLERS ANIMALS

The Eco Staple Free Stapler for kids. ABS, 3”W x 2 ½”H. MOQ: 6 per style.

TOP SOLAR CALCULATOR

Good Design Award Japan 2007. Design: Seiichi Fujimoto.

Solar power with back up battery (LR44) for unfavorable light

conditions included. 12 digits display (9 is the norm). ABS, 4” x 4”.

MOQ: choose your own color assortment but order at least 6.

Black #008 White #009

Cat #560 Dog #561
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ECO ERASERS (BOX OF 48) #475

Rubber erasers in assorted colors made from 50% pre- and 50%

post-consumer waste. Recycled paper box (6” x 5 ¼”). MOQ: per box.

ECO PENCILS (TUBE OF 60) #474

Pencils (7 ½”L) made from recycled bamboo paper, erasers from

recycled rubber. MOQ: per tube.
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DYNAMO FLASHLIGHTS

You must have noticed: When you really need your flashlight the batteries

are always dead. Problem solved with these Dynamo Flashlights.

They always work and will never let you down. They get charged by

squeezing the lever and store power for future use. Once charged there’s

no need to squeeze the lever any longer to keep the flashlight going. 

Dynamo Flashlights are a perfect solution for possible emergency situations. 

So keep them in the car and on the bedside table.

They also make great toys for kids.

Plastic body, life-long guaranteed LED bulbs, wrist strap,

4”-5”L depending on style.

PIGGIES

MOQ: choose your

own color assortment

but order at least 12.

Blue #503Green #504Pink #505
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MICE

MOQ: choose your own color assortment but order at least 12.

COWS

MOQ: choose your own color assortment but order at least 12.

Black #695Grey #696 Orange #697

Beige #537Brown #538
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RECYCLED PAPER VASE #070

Holds water!

Glass interior, recycled paper exterior with water resistant

PU lacquer coating. 11”H, 3 ½” top dia. MOQ: per single.

RECYCLED PAPER BOWL #071

Recycled paper with food safe, moisture resistant

PU lacquer coating.12” dia, 3”H. MOQ: per six.

RECYCLED PAPER COASTERS

(SET OF 6) #072

Set of six 4” diameter coasters in holder.

Recycled paper with food safe, moisture

resistant PU lacquer coating.

MOQ: 6 sets.



ANIMAL SOUND

ALARM CLOCKS

       

How annoying! Yet how effective! 

These realistic animal sounds will

make anyone jump out of bed.

Quartz movement, metal casing,

glass window, 3 AA batteries

(not included), 4”W x 4”H.

MOQ: Choose your own style

assortment but order at least 6.

BzzBzz #001

Moo #003

Cuckadoodledoo #002
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PUZZLE CLOCK

Create your own look: 76 of the 81 blocks are removable.

Can stand freely or hang. Removable stand included,

suction cups included, sunken screw holes. ABS, 8” x 8”,

1 AA battery (not included). MOQ: per single.

Black #067 White #068

Home10



CD HOLDER ZIGZAG #647

Holds 40 CDs. MDF, resin, 22”L. MOQ: per single.

Home 11

PHOTO HOLDERS HAND

Resin hand, removable acrylic frame  for 4” x 6” pictures.

MOQ: choose your own color assortment but order at least 6.

Black #713 Brown #714White #715



PERPETUAL PUZZLE CALENDAR #442

The instructions show 7 different ways of setting up this perpetual calendar.

But it’s okay to try and figure out new ways.

Plastic, packaged dimensions: 4 ¾”W x 3 ¾”H x 1 ¼”D. MOQ: 6.

PHOTO TREE

Six removable, magnetic photo clips.

Metal, 6”W x 6”H.

MOQ: 6 per color.

Home12

Black #466

White #467



BOOK ENDS HIGH FIVE

Resin, 4”W x 3 ½”D x 7”H.  MOQ: per pair.

CUBE CLOCK #263

So much more than just a clock!

Twist the top to switch from clock

to alarm to calendar to temperature

and back again to clock. ABS,

1 AA battery (not included).

MOQ: per single.

Home 13

Black #671

White #672



FLYING WALL VASE #039

Ceramic, brushed silver finish, 6”W x 9”H.

MOQ: per 4.

Home14

FLYING PIGGY BANK #037

Ceramic, brushed silver finish,

6”L x 4”H. MOQ: per 4.
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Brown #279Black #278 White #280

STRONG ARM HOOKS (SETS OF 2)

Firmly sticks to glass and tiles with 2 suction cups. Plastic, 4”H x 3 ½”D. 

MOQ: Choose your own color assortment but order at least 12.

Bear #516

Penguin #521 Frog #519 Dog #518

Hippo #520Cat #517

DIY PAPER ANIMALS

Turn off the idiot box, grab the wood glue and get creative: it’s family fun

time! Corrugated colored paper, plastic eyes, detailed instructions. Most

animals are about 3”H x 1”W x 1 ½”D. Packaging: cellophane bag with

peg hole. MOQ: 12 per style.
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COUGHING SCREAMING ASHTRAY #645

Coughs and screams in agony when a cigarette is put in it.

Plastic, 5”W, 2 AA batteries (not included). MOQ: 6

Pink

#724

Orange

#723

Green

#663

Pink

#665

TRAVEL SEWING KITS

Keep those hems up and buttons firmly fastened with this handy sewing kit.

Contains: 6 colors of thread, buttons, fasteners, and needles. Small enough

(2 ½”L) to fit in any purse. Plastic kit in fabric pouch. MOQ: 6 per color.

Green

#722

Orange 

#664
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MINI FANS HUMAN

They totally blow! And they’re small enough (4”h) to fit in a purse. Plastic,

soft blades for safety, 2 AA batteries (not included). MOQ: 6 per color.

Blue #046 Orange #047 Pink #048

INVISIBLE PICTURE HOLDERS (PAIR) #248

No, not really invisible. But close enough. The simplest picture holder in the

known universe. Metal wire, 8”L. MOQ: 12.



CRUMB VACS

Table or desk vacuum. Plastic, 6”L, 2 AA batteries included.

MOQ: Choose your own style assortment but order at least 6.

“KEY” KEY RACKS

Metal key rack with 6 aluminum pegs. 14”L x 4 ¾”H, wall plugs and screws

included. MOQ: choose your own color assortment but order at least 12.

Cow #648 Elephant #643 Pig #649

Home18

Green #684Blue #683 White #685



OVAL WALL /

WINDOW VASES

After more than a

decade still our best

selling flower vases.

Hang them on the

wall (screws included)

or in the window

(suction cups also included).

Acrylic. MOQ: 6 per style.

TEST TUBE VASE #398

Glass, metal ring, suction cup,

7”L. MOQ: 6.

WINDOW VASES

Flat, soft plastic vases for

windows, tiles or mirrors.

Suction cups included.

MOQ: 6 per style. 

Large #386

(6 ½”H x 3 ¾”W)

Small #383

(6 ½”H x 2”W)

V-shape #412

(9 ¾”H x 8 ½”W)

Round #407

(12”H x 12”W)

Home 19



BOTTLE OPENER ELEPHANT #176

Classic design by Georg Jenson. Flip and twist.

Metal, 1 ½”H x 2”W. MOQ: 6. 

BOTTLE OPENER HUMAN

ABS, stainless steel, 6’L x 1 ½”W. MOQ: 6 per color.

Blue #207 Green #208 Red #209

Kitchen20



KITCHEN TIMERS

Hangs or stands. Comes with magnets in the back and a detachable stand.

ABS, digital LCD display , countdown timer (max 99 min & 59 sec), 2 LR44

batteries included, 4 ½”H x 3 ¾”W. MOQ: Choose your own style

assortment but order at least 6.

WRITE-ON-GLASS & MUG

Made from glass with a special coating that

allows for easy writing. Scribbled notes come

off easily with an eraser or in the dishwasher.

Glass 6”H. Mug 3 ½”H. MOQ: 6 per style.

Pig #123Cow #124

#161#210

Chicken #122

Kitchen 21



CLOTHESPIN CHOPSTICKS

Food safe plastic, dishwasher safe,10”L. MOQ: 6 per color.

COFFEE MUG w/SPOON 

Ceramic, 12 fl oz, 4”H. 

MOQ: Choose your own color assortment but order at least 12.

Black #318

Blue #319

Green #320

Red #323

Orange #322

Yellow #324

Ivory #321

#388#390

#389 #387

Kitchen22
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D-Ring Mugs

Double walled stainless steel for better insulation. D-ring flips open to clip

mug onto backpack or belt. Light weight, 12 fl oz, 4”H.MOQ: 4 per color.

FRIDGE CLOCKS

Gift Of The Year 2006 Award, British Gift Association. Made from flexible TPL

the clock adapts to the curve of any fridge door. Quartz movement requiring

1 AA battery (not included), invisible magnets, 8”dia. MOQ: per single.

White #693 Orange #691 Pink #692 Blue #690

Blue #211 Silver #214Green #212Red #213



ANIMAL FRIDGE MAGNETS

Strong magnet in head; body dangles like little bell.

Resin, 1 ½”H. MOQ: 6 per style.

BIG BLING MAGNETS (SET OF 3) #421

Yeah, you wish! Acrylic, 1 ¼”W x 1 ¼”D. MOQ: 6.

Penguin #286Monkey #285 Frog #284 Cow #283

Magnets24



PUSHPIN MAGNETS (SET OF 6) #265

The head of each pushpin is made from two magnetic halves so

they hold even more. Acrylic, 1 ½”L. MOQ: 6.

SPIDER MAGNETS

All four hands and feet are magnetic.

Resin with metal coil springs (3 ½”L). MOQ: 6 per style.

Cat #160 Frog #101 Monkey #159

Magnets 25



DAYS OF WEEK MAGNETS

(SET OF 7) #592

Plastic, packaged set 6 ½”L x 3 ½”W.

MOQ: 6 sets.

MAGNETIC LADYBUG

w/CLIP #258

Plastic w/metal clip, 1 ¾”L x 1 ¼”W. MOQ: 6.

Magnets26



PET MAGNETS

Plastic, 2”L.

MOQ: 6 per style.

MAGNETIC STRING #597

Metal wire (3 ½ ft) with 10 power magnets. MOQ: 6.

MAGNETIC CUTLERY (SET OF 3) #584

Metal, 3”H.

MOQ: 6 sets.

Dog #165Cat #061 

Magnets 27



ANIMAL MAGNET PHOTO HOLDERS

A top selling series. Collect them all – they’re too cute!

Resin, 2” – 3”L depending on style. MOQ: 6 per style.

Magnets28

Chicken #055 Monkey #140 Raven #572 

Chick #628

Panda #068 Giraffe #058Rooster #571

Dog #056 Ladybird #133

Cow #067 Sheep #070 Turtle #060 
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Elephant #229Yellow Duck #051

Blue Duck #052 Frog #059

Blowfish #050

Bear #227

Penguin #556Cat #228 Fat Pig #629

Octopus #630Shark #631 Whale #632



CUBE CLIPS

Resin, 4 ½”H. MOQ: 6 per color.

BALL CLIPS

Resin, 4 ½”H. MOQ: 6 per color.

EXTENDABLE BALL & CUBE CLIPS

Resin base, metal

antenna w/alligator clip

extends from 6” to 13”.

MOQ: 6 per style.

Office30

#204 #203 #202 #200 #197

#595 #593 #594 #596

#188 #184 #183#187 #182 #185



HUMAN PYRAMIDS

Seven metal photo or document clips on a heavy magnetic base (3 ½”L)

MOQ: 6 per color.

Office 31

Silver #482 Colors #481



DOCUMENT HOLDERS

“BIG CLOTHESPIN”

Doubles as photo holder. Wood, metal,

5 ½”L x 1 ¼”W x 2”D. MOQ: choose your

own color assortment but order at least 12.

CORRECTION TAPE BUBBLEGUM #018

Tube of 14 plastic dispensers with white correction tape. 

Tube measures 3 ½”H x 3 ½”dia. MOQ: per tube.

Black

#700

Blue

#701

Green

#702

Orange

#703

White

#704

Office32



PENCIL SHARPENER ELECTRIC DOG

Plastic, 6”L x 2”W x 6”H, needs 4 AA batteries (not included) or AC/DC

transformer (not included). MOQ: choose your own color assortment

but order at least 6.

ANIMAL PENCIL SHARPENERS

Resin, 2”L. MOQ: 6 per style.

Green #493 White #494

Office 33

Alligator #530 Panda #531 Penguin #532 Pig #533



STAPLER DOG

Plastic, 6”L. MOQ: 6 per color.

TAPE DISPENSER SNAIL #457

Plastic, 5 ½”L x 2 ¾”W x 3 ¾”H. MOQ: 4.

Blue #562 White #563

Office34



MICRO STAPLERS

Hand painted wood, metal, 2 ¼”L x ¾”W. MOQ: 6 per style.

Chicken #157 Frog #155 Mouse #154 Pig #156

Office 35

MINI STAPLERS

Hand painted wood, metal, 2 ¼”L x 1 ¼”W. MOQ: 6 per style.

Ladybug #501 Frog #500Bee #499



USB HUBS

The more USB 2.0 ports the better.

All 4 ports can be used simultaneously.

ASB, 8”L (folds in to 1 ¼”L).

MOQ: choose your own color

assortment but order at least 6.

Office36

Black #476Multicolor #477

BAGUETTE WRIST CUSHION #015

Makes key boarding more comfortable and helps prevent painful wrist joints.

Gel foam, 13 ½”L x 2 ½”W. MOQ: 6.



SEAL PEN #610

Pen is held in place by hidden

magnet. Order refills separately.

Metal pen, plastic seal,

3 ½”L x 3 ½”H. MOQ: 6.

Office 37

DESK SET SAILING BOAT #613

It’s a wind-up toy, too, that sails across the desk!

Magnetic paperclip holder with pen (i.e. sail). 

Order refills separately. 3 ¼”L x 5”H. MOQ: 6.



PAINT TUBE PENS

Plastic, 4 ½”L. Order refills separately. MOQ: 6 per color.

VEGGIE PENS

Plastic, 5”L. Order refills

separately. MOQ: 6 per style.

Office38

#619#620#622#621

Carrot

#085

Chili

#086

Eggplant

#088

Peapod

#089



TAPE MEASURES

Measure all things great and small in inches and centimeters. Small, light

weight, handy, fits in any purse. Snap back button, tape length 55”/140 cm,

plastic case 2 ¼” x 2 ¼”. MOQ: 6 per style.

Office 39

Cat #075

Chicken #076

Dog #084 

Pinocchio #078

Frog #087

Cow #083

Monkey #098
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SHOWER GELS

Glycerin, 2 oz. MOQ: 12 per style.

BATH ROSES (SET OF 6) #105

Rose-shaped soaps in heart-shaped box.

Lavender scent, 1 ½ oz per box. 

MOQ: 12.

SOAP CARDS

Full-color cards entirely made from soap! Use the whole card for a full body

soak or tear off little pieces for washing hands. Each card is packed in a

transparent wrapper and comes with an envelope (6 “x 4 ½”).

MOQ: 12 per style.

Happy Birthday Pink #327Merry Christmas Yellow #329

Cat #346 Dog #348 Duck #349 Fish #350 Frog #351



TOOTHPASTE PENS #625

Plastic, 4 ¼”L. MOQ: 12.

LE STYLO PENS

Plastic, 4 ¼”L.

MOQ: 12 per style.

PINEAPPLE PEN #099

With magnet in back to stick on fridge door. 

Plastic, 6”L. MOQ: 12.

Clearance 41

Blue #616White #618Red #617
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OREO MECHANICAL PENCIL #626

Refillable, plastic, 5”L. MOQ: 12.

STICKY NOTES PEN #372

Blue pen, red pen and sticky notepad (2” x ½”) in plastic casing (6” x ¾”).

(Refill pack of 5 notepads #169 Refill pack of 3 blue & 3 red pens #167)

MOQ: 12.

COFFEE MUGw/SPOON #237

Ceramic, 12 fl oz, 4”H. MOQ: 12.



KEY RACK w/6 KEY RINGS #654

Bonus feature: also holds mail.
Metal, 7 ½”L x 3 ½”W x 1 ¼”D,
screws & plugs included.
MOQ: 6

DOG ALARM CLOCK #657

Adjustable limbs, head doubles
as photo or memo clip. Plastic,
4”W x $ ½”H, battery included.
MOQ: 6.

DOOR HANGER #651

Hooks over all standard (1 ¾”thick) doors.
Metal, 16”L. MOQ: 6.
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FLEXI ARM #146

Photo or memo holder. Metal w/plastic rings,

5 ½”H. MOQ: 12.

TIC TACS

Powerful, magnetic document holders. ABS, 2 ½”L. MOQ: 12 per color.

GOLF CLIP #223

Photo or memo

holders. Metal, 4 ½”H.

MOQ: 6 per style.

Clear #222Blue #225 Orange #224

MAGNETIC GOLF

CLUB #311



CRITTER MAGNET

SHARK #536

Magnetic photo holder, resin, 2 ½”L. MOQ: 12.

MAGNETIC BALLS

Photo or memo holders. Resin and metal, 1 ¾”H. 

MOQ: 6 per color.

MAGNETIC CLIPS (BOX OF 6)

Plastic clips w/magnet in back.

Box dimensions: 3 ½” x 3 ½”.

MOQ: 12 per style.

Clearance 45

Square clips #190 Round clips #189

Purple #461 Yellow #462
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PHOTO FRAME #312

Metal frame w/removable,

magnetic cross & glass window.

Picture size 2” x 1 ½”. MOQ: 12.

PICTURE KEY CHAIN #033

Put in your own picture.

Metal w/leather strap,

4 ½”L. MOQ: 6.

ROBOT ARM #275

Photo or card holder. 

Metal, 5 ½”H.

MOQ: 12.



STRING OF 6 VASES #472

Hang vertically or drape horizontally on

walls and window frames. Six glass bud

vases (3”H) attached to metal

wire (4 ft long). MOQ: 12.

VASES with HOLES

Holes in the side for

sticking in flowers.

Glass, 10”H (small),

12”H (large).

MOQ: 6 per style.

Large #484Small #485

Clearance 47



FUN TAPE MEASURES

Measure all things great and

small – in inches or centimeters.

Tape length 55 inches/140 cm.

Snap back button. Plastic casing

2 ¼” x 2 ¼”. MOQ: 6 per style.

Blue die #544 Watermelon #097Green die #542

Red die #381

Smiley #091

White die #541 Maple Leaf #079

Clearance48



NOTES:

Made By Humans
201 – 1675 W 4th Ave., Vancouver, BC. V6J 1L8, Canada

Toll free 1.877.731.0503   Fax 604.731.0585   Sales@madebyhumans.net

PAYMENT

Opening orders must be prepaid with Visa, MC or company check.
For after orders you may apply for terms of net 30 days with a particular
credit limit. When applying please provide a minimum of three references
with phone and fax numbers.

NSF CHECKS

Checks returned from your bank as unpaid will incur a $ 25 service charge.
When accounts are placed for collection all collection and attorney fees are
the responsibility of the customer.

REVISED  ORDERS & CANCELLATIONS

Must be given in writing at least seven days prior to shipping.

DEFECTS

Claims related to damages, defects and shortages must be reported within seven
days after receiving an order. 

RETURN POLICY

No returns will be accepted without prior approval.  
All returns require a return authorization number (RAN)
issued by Made By Humans.



www.madebyhumans.net

Made By Humans, 201 – 1675 W 4th Ave., Vancouver, BC. V6J 1L8, Canada

Toll free 1.877.731.0503   Fax 604.731.0585   Sales@madebyhumans.net
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